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BRENNHOLZ ONE CUT SPRINT 230V

€1 .036,36 (excl. VAT)

The BrennHolz wood chipper Sprint (230V), unique in its price class. Thanks to the composition of the
rotating blade and the two fixed blades, there is less back pressure, which drastically reduces the stress
on the engine. This makes Sprint even more effective and faster. The Sprint has a dual use utility; on the
one hand, it chops up all your garden waste (branches, leaves) into small pieces, and on the other hand,
it proves its brute force by processing large branches and bushes without prior preparation and cleaning

of these branches. It was equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in
total). The large blades cut your waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this

waste is further processed into compost. De grote capaciteit maakt het ook mogelijk om veel materiaal
tegelijk te malen. The cutting diameter is 40 mm. It was equipped with a 3 HP motor, fully electric. It was

designed and built in Italy. Sprint meets all the necessary CE safety standards, an excellent record for
speed and reliability.

SKU: 0BHC-T
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The BrennHolz wood chipper Sprint (230V), unique in its price class. Thanks to the composition of the rotating
blade and the two fixed blades, there is less back pressure, which drastically reduces the stress on the engine.

This makes Sprint even more effective and faster. The Sprint has a dual use utility; on the one hand, it chops up
all your garden waste (branches, leaves) into small pieces, and on the other hand, it proves its brute force by

processing large branches and bushes without prior preparation and cleaning of these branches. It was
equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in total). The large blades cut your

waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this waste is further processed into compost.
De grote capaciteit maakt het ook mogelijk om veel materiaal tegelijk te malen. The cutting diameter is 40 mm.

It was equipped with a 3 HP motor, fully electric. It was designed and built in Italy. Sprint meets all the
necessary CE safety standards, an excellent record for speed and reliability.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

The cutting diameter is 40 mm
fine shredding and coarse work

CE safety standards, designed and built in Italy
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DESCRIPTION

The BrennHolz wood chipper Sprint (230V), unique in its price class. Thanks to the composition of the rotating
blade and the two fixed blades, there is less back pressure, which drastically reduces the stress on the engine.

This makes Sprint even more effective and faster. The Sprint has a dual use utility; on the one hand, it chops up
all your garden waste (branches, leaves) into small pieces, and on the other hand, it proves its brute force by

processing large branches and bushes without prior preparation and cleaning of these branches. It was
equipped with two large knives and eight so-called hammers (ten knives in total). The large blades cut your

waste into small particles, and the hammers in turn ensure that this waste is further processed into compost.
De grote capaciteit maakt het ook mogelijk om veel materiaal tegelijk te malen. The cutting diameter is 40 mm.

It was equipped with a 3 HP motor, fully electric. It was designed and built in Italy. Sprint meets all the
necessary CE safety standards, an excellent record for speed and reliability.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 52 kg

Dimensions 100 × 70 × 120 cm

Motor 3 HP

Drive electric – single-phase 230V


